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� Using a proper pulse shaper is prerequisite for valid SHPB tests of concrete specimens.
� Numerical results validated by SHPB tests are used to provide guidelines to choose pulse shapers.
� Cross sectional area and thickness of pulse shaper is proportional to the striker bar velocity.
� Relatively small diameter and thick pulse shaper is recommended as proper one for concrete specimens.
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Dynamic behavior of concrete specimens is investigated experimentally and numerically by split
Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) tests. In order to accurately determine dynamic properties of brittle
materials such as concrete, specimens should be subjected to particular pulse loading that can be gener-
ated by using pulse shapers. Choosing proper pulse shaper dimensions helps to obtain dynamic stress
equilibrium, achieve constant strain rate and minimize pulse oscillation in the concrete specimens. To
this end, SHPB tests are performed for concrete specimens and effective parameters on shaping pulses
such as striker bar velocity, diameter and thickness of the pulse shaper are studied experimentally and
numerically. In this regard, dynamic compressive strength, modulus of elasticity, toughness and damage
behavior of the concrete specimens are calculated incorrectly if improper pulse shaper is used. Numerical
results validated by the experimental data are used to provide general guidelines to properly choose
dimensions of the pulse shapers for the concrete specimens in the SHPB test. Results show that use of
a relatively small diameter and thick pulse shaper is suggested as a proper one for testing concrete spec-
imens. Based on the findings of this research, if a proper pulse shaper is available for testing the concrete
specimen in a specified strain rate, for other strain rates the cross sectional area as well as thickness of the
pulse shaper should be changed proportional to the striker bar velocity that is related to the strain rate in
the specimen.

� 2016 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
1. Introduction

Split Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) or Kolsky apparatus is an
important experimental device for characterizing dynamic behav-
ior of materials at high strain rates [1]. However, experimental
research works [2,3] have shown that dynamic stress equilibrium
and constant strain rate condition during SHPB tests are prerequi-
sites for valid results.
In conventional SHPB test, the incident pulse has a rectangular
shape with high frequency oscillations [4,5]. The high-frequency
oscillations cause severe fluctuations in the dynamic stress-strain
(r-e) curve [6,7]. In brittle specimens such as concrete, duration
of effective deformation is very short under impact loading, so it
is a major problem for maintaining constant strain rate and
dynamic stress equilibrium. Also, the sharp rising edge of the inci-
dent pulse in the conventional SHPB test initiates undesired dam-
age in the concrete specimens. Thus, the rising time and stress
intensity of the incident pulse could be adjusted to maintain con-
stant strain rate and dynamic stress equilibrium in a SHPB test
[8]. Concrete has usually failure strain less than 1% when the
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loading is applied too fast like in SHPB test. It is hard to obtain
dynamic stress equilibrium in the concrete specimen because the
specimen may fail immediately in a non-uniform manner (i.e. the
front of the specimen may be shattered while the back remains
intact). In order to accurately determine dynamic behavior of
materials by SHPB test, several pulse shaping techniques have been
utilized. Using a soft disc known as pulse shaper between the stri-
ker and incident bars is a common pulse shaping technique in
SHPB apparatus. The striker bar impacts on the pulse shaper before
the incident bar. It generates a non-dispersive ramp pulse that con-
trols the shape of the loading pulse in the incident bar [9–11].
Pulse shaper absorbs high-frequency oscillations of the incident
pulse and changes the rectangular-shaped incident pulse to a
trapezoidal or half sinusoidal shape with a longer rise time. Slowly
rising incident pulse is a preferred loading pulse to minimize
effects of dispersion and inertia, which facilitates dynamic stress
equilibrium in the specimen [12–14]. Other pulse shaping methods
have been investigated in previous studies. Christensen et al. [15]
have used conical striker bars at impact end instead of the striker
to achieve ramp pulse for rock specimens. Li et al. [16,17] used a
tapered or truncated cone shape striker bar on both ends to gener-
ate a half sinusoidal incident pulse shape for testing rock speci-
mens. Ellwood et al. [18], Parry et al. [19] and Forrestal et al. [20]
introduced modified SHPB apparatus which used dummy speci-
men and preloading bar between the striker and input bars. In
order to calculate the impact properties of aramid fiber reinforced
polymer confined concrete, Yang et al. [21] used H62 brass pulse
shaper with thickness of 1 mm to reshape the waveform of the
incident pulse. They suggested that for valid SHPB tests, pulse sha-
pers should be used to improve the stress equilibrium in the tests.
Deng et al. [22] applied a copper disk with diameter of 12 mm and
thickness of 1 mm as the pulse shaper to prolong the rise time of
the incident stress pulse for studying compressive behavior of cel-
lular concretes subjected to high strain rate loadings. Performing
SHPB tests, Naghdabadi et al. [23] recommended proper pulse sha-
pers for work hardening materials such as C10200 copper and
GGG60 cast iron. They suggested that thickness and cross sectional
area of the pulse shaper should be changed proportional to the stri-
ker bar velocity. It has been shown that a broad range of incident
pulses can be obtained by changing dimensions of pulse shaper
and striking velocity. The proper material for pulse shaping
depends on the mechanical characteristics of the specimen as well
as velocity of the striker bar. Considering the literature on SHPB
test of cement based materials such as concrete, the pulse shaper
may be made of copper [3,11,22,24,25], rubber [25], stainless steel
[11] and brass [21,26–29].

In previous studies [21,22,24,25], dimensions of pulse shaper
for testing different concrete specimens have been determined
via try and error by experimental trials solely. There is no estab-
lished procedure for pulse shaper design used in testing concrete
specimens. Also, in different strain rates or striker bar velocities,
an identical dimension of the pulse shaper has usually been used
for concrete specimens in the SHPB test. To obtain experimental
results for different dimensions of pulse shaper, large number of
SHPB tests should be performed. However, high costs of experi-
ment, limitations of the measurement methods and parameter
variation make it difficult to propose a procedure to choose proper
pulse shapers for concrete specimen in the SHPB tests.

In this paper, employing a copper pulse shaper, effective pulse
shaping parameters i.e., pulse shaper diameter (dp) and thickness
(tp) are investigated through using the SHPB experiments and sim-
ulations by finite element software LS-DYNA. Also, dynamic behav-
ior of concrete specimens is determined at different strain rates
with and without pulse shaper. Guidelines to choose proper
dimensions of pulse shaper for the concrete specimens are
explained. In addition, effects of pulse shaper parameters on
dynamic stress equilibrium, constant strain rate condition and
pulse oscillation elimination are studied. Relations between the
striker bar velocity and pulse shaper dimension are obtained.
Finally, effects of different striker bar lengths on incident pulse
are studied. To this end, the paper is organized as follows; in
Section 2, we briefly review pulse shaped SHPB apparatus; con-
crete specimens preparation, also static and dynamic tests of the
concrete specimens. In Section 3, simulations of SHPB test are
explained. In Section 4, experimental and numerical methodolo-
gies for choosing proper pulse shapers to test concrete specimens
are discussed. Finally in Section 5 conclusions are drawn.
2. Experimental details

2.1. Pulse shaped SHPB apparatus

To determine the dynamic compressive strength of concrete, a
SHPB test is required. SHPB test apparatus consists of a gas gun
as launching system, a striker bar, an incident bar, a transmission
bar and a data acquisition system (Fig. 1) [23].

The gas gun is used to launch the striker bar impacting on the
incident bar. Generating a half sinusoidal shaped pulse; the con-
crete specimen is sandwiched between the incident and transmis-
sion bars. According to wave impedance mismatch between the
specimen and bars, part of the compression wave is reflected back
in the incident bar while the rest transmits in the transmission bar.
Identical strain gauges are attached on the mid-point of the inci-
dent and transmission bars to measure incident (eI), reflected (eR)
and transmitted (eT) strain pulses (Fig. 2) [12,23]. Using one-
dimensional (1-D) wave theory, strain rate ( _es), strain (es) and
stress (rs) in the specimen can be calculated [30]:

rsðtÞ ¼ AbEb

As
eTðtÞ ð1Þ

_esðtÞ ¼ Cb

hs
feIðtÞ � eRðtÞ � eTðtÞg ð2Þ

esðtÞ ¼ �2Cb

hs

Z t

0
eRðtÞdt ð3Þ

where t and Ab are time and cross sectional area of the incident and
transmission bars As and hs are considered as cross sectional area
and thickness of the specimen. Moreover, Eb and Cb denote Young
modulus and wave velocity in the pressure bars, respectively.
Table 1 shows specifications of the SHPB apparatus utilized for test-
ing concrete specimens in the present work. The incident, transmis-
sion and striker bars have the same diameter of 63 mm and lengths
of 2.5, 1.5 and 0.3 m, respectively.

Brittle specimens should be subjected to particular stress pulse
loadings such that deform uniformly under a dynamic stress equi-
librium state at a constant strain rate. In most cases, a trapezoidal
incident pulse does not facilitate achievement of these experimen-
tal conditions. Therefore, in order to produce a ramp incident
pulse, a pulse shaping technique should be used in SHPB [31].
For concrete specimens, pulse shaping improves the incident pulse
profile. The pulse shaper is attached with grease between the stri-
ker and incident bars as shown in Fig. 3.

A half sinusoidal incident pulse is suitable for testing brittle
materials with linear stress-strain behavior [18]. In this study, a
C10200 copper disc with diameter of 12 or 24 mm and thickness
of 1 or 2 mm is used to reshape the incident pulse. Chemical
composition in weight percentage and quasi-static mechanical
properties of the C10200 copper are summarized in Table 2.



Fig. 1. Schematic of the pulse shaped SHPB test apparatus [23].

Fig. 3. Copper pulse shaper located between the striker and incident bars.

Table 1
Specifications of SHPB apparatus for testing concrete specimens.

Bar Length (mm) Diameter (mm) Material Mass density
q (kg/m3)

Young modulus
Eb (GPa)

Poisson
ratio t

Wave velocity
Cb (m/s)

Striker bar 300 63 Aluminum 7075 2810 71.7 0.33 5050
Incident bar 2500 63 Aluminum 7075 2810 71.7 0.33 5050
Transmission bar 1500 63 Aluminum 7075 2810 71.7 0.33 5050

Fig. 2. Schematic of the strain pulses propagation in the SHPB test.
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2.2. Preparation of concrete specimens

Concrete mixtures consist of normal Portland cement (ASTM
type A), crushed coarse aggregates with a maximum size of
10 mm and natural sand. Both coarse and fine aggregates grading
satisfy requirements of ASTM C33/C33M-16 [32]. Specific gravity
of aggregates is 2.8 and 2.5 for coarse aggregates and sand, respec-
tively. A polycarboxylate super plasticizer (water-reducing) with a
specific gravity of 1.1 is used in the admixture. The plasticizer
classified as ASTM C494 type A, increases workability, improves
Table 2
Chemical composition and mechanical properties of the C10200 copper.

Chemical composition (Weight %) Cu Al Ni F

�99.98 0.0078 0.0033 0

Mechanical properties Mass density Young modulus
8960 kg/m3 129 GPa
cohesiveness and reduces segregation [33]. Proportions of the con-
crete mixture are reported in Table 3.

According to the maximum aggregate size and diameter of
SHPB bars, the concrete specimen diameter is chosen to be
62 mm. Moreover, to minimize inertia effects, aspect ratio length/-
diameter of the specimen is 1.5 [34]. All specimens are cured at
20 ± 5 �C and 100% relative humidity for more than 28 days.

2.3. Concrete specimen static test

With a servo-hydraulic material test system (MTS), the com-
pressive strength test is carried out based on ASTM C39 at 28 days
after the date of mixing. Strain rate of about 5 * 10�5 (s�1) is con-
sidered to satisfy the requirement of ASTM C39/C39M-16 [35].
According to ASTM C469, the elastic modulus is determined at a
point corresponding to 50% of ultimate loading [36]. Quasi-static
compressive strength (f 0c = 48.51 MPa) and shear modulus
(G = 8.19 GPa) are obtained from the static compressive test and
maximum tensile strength is calculated with ACI 318-14 [37] rela-

tion (T ¼ 0:56f 00:5c ).
2.4. Concrete specimen dynamic test

To study the effects of pulse shaper dimensions on the incident
pulse shape, we perform several SHPB tests on the concrete
specimens by employing different pulse shaper thicknesses and
e S Pb Zn Mg Si

.0018 0.0014 0.0014 0.0009 0.00011 <0.0004

Poisson ratio Yield stress Failure strain
0.3 225 MPa 16%



Table 3
Mix proportion and workability of the concrete.

W/C Cement (kg/m3) Water (kg/m3) Coarse aggregates (kg/m3) Sand (kg/m3) Super Plasticizer (kg/m3) Slump (mm) Mass density q (kg/m3)

0.35 470 170 1100 600 5.5 50 2193

Table 4
The material parameters for the pulse shaper (plastic-kinematic).

Mass
density
q. (kg/m3)

Young
modulus
E (GPa)

Poisson
ratio t

Yield
stress
ry (MPa)

Hardening
parameter
b

Tangent
modulus
Etan (MPa)

8960 129 0.3 225 1 656
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diameters as well as tests without pulse shapers. In the SHPB test,
the striker bar velocity (Vs) and its length (Ls) are 19 m/s and
300 mm, respectively. To minimize the end friction confinement
during SHPB test, the concrete specimens are attached to the inci-
dent and transmission bars with a very thin layer of grease. We
perform experiments without pulse shaper and with other pulse
shaper dimensions such as tp = 1, dp = 12 mm, tp = 1, dp = 24 mm
and tp = 2, dp = 12 mm to show the effects of the pulse shaper
dimensions on the dynamic behavior of the concrete specimens.
To ensure that the SHPB test results are valid, for each case, three
tests are done. The results of these experiments will be shown and
discussed in Sections 3 and 4.

There are different methods to define the representative strain
rate in the SHPB test such as averaging strain rate that is defined
as the total strain divided by the total loading period [38], and
average value of the strain rate histories over the time duration
when the stress level exceeds 80% of the peak stress [39]. These
averaging methods can’t represent the actual strain rate because
of brittle failure occurrence in the concrete specimens [25]. In
another method the representative strain rate in a SHPB test is
the strain rate at the failure point of the concrete specimens
[25]; that has been used in the current study. It is noted that aver-
aging strain rate is needless when proper pulse shaper is used.
Achievement of constant strain rate condition during SHPB tests
by using a proper pulse shaper leads to the same representative
strain rate in these different methods.
3. Simulation of SHPB test

Using experimental data, SHPB test simulations are validated
for different pulse shapers. SHPB test are simulated to choose the
proper pulse shaper and predict pulse shaper effects for the con-
crete specimen. In this simulation, the pulse shaper, concrete spec-
imen, striker, incident and transmission bars are considered in the
modeling. For simulations, finite element software LS-DYNA with
an axisymmetric model is used (Fig. 4).

In this study, the finite element model contains 21,600 four-
node quadrilateral elements where sizes of elements are smaller
than 2.5 mm * 2.5 mm. The model mesh size is fine enough to
guarantee the mesh independence and numerical convergence of
the solution.

A surface to surface contact is defined between interfaces of dif-
ferent parts in the model. For the initial condition, the impact
velocity of the striker bar is considered. Material model for differ-
ent parts are defined as follow:

� Elastic (MAT_001) for the incident and transmission bars
� Plastic-kinematic (MAT_003) for the pulse shaper
� Johnson-Holmquist-Concrete (JHC) (MAT_111) for the concrete
specimen
Fig. 4. Model of SHPB
The plastic-kinematic model is an appropriate model for isotro-
pic and kinematic hardening plasticity with the option of including
strain rate effects. The material parameter specifications of the
plastic-kinematic model (Table 4) are measured by test on the cop-
per pulse shaper [23]. For simulation of the concrete specimens
subjected to high strain rates and high pressures, JHC model is
selected [40]. In this model, equivalent strength is expressed as a
function of pressure, strain rate, and damage in the following form
[41]:

r� ¼ ½Að1� DÞ þ BP�n�½1þ Cln _e�� ð4Þ
where the von Mises flow stress (r) and pressure (P) are normalized
by the quasi-static uniaxial compressive strength (f 0c) such that
r� ¼ r=f 0c and P� ¼ P=f 0c . Also, term _e� ¼ _e= _e0 is the dimensionless
equivalent strain rate. A, B, C and n are material constants. The dam-
age (D) is accumulated as a function of the plastic volumetric strain
(Dlp) and equivalent plastic strain (Dep) expressed as:

D ¼
X Dep þ Dlp

D1ðP� þ T�ÞD2
ð5Þ

where T� ¼ T=f 0c is the normalized maximum tensile hydrostatic
pressure (T), D1 and D2 are material constants. The pressure (P)
for fully dense material is a function of the modified volumetric
strain (l) expressed in the form:

P ¼ K1lþ K2l2 þ K3l3 ð6Þ
where K1, K2 and K3 are material constants. Based on locking volu-
metric strain (lLock), the modified volumetric strain (l) is defined
as:

l ¼ l� lLock

1þ lLock
ð7Þ

Equation of state (EOS) is used to mathematically describe the
behavior of the material for all possible states of stress. For con-
crete, EOS includes elastic, crushable transition and locked regions
[40,41]. To accurately determine parameters of EOS for concrete,
specific experimental tests such as quasi-static uniaxial tension
(splitting cylinder), uniaxial compression and tri-axial stress and
flyer plate impact tests are required. Because of limitations on per-
forming these tests, in this work the EOS parameters (Table 5) are
obtained according to relations suggested by Tai et al. [42]. The
concrete specifications such as mass density, shear modulus,
test in LS-DYNA.



Table 5
Equation of state constants for the concrete specimens [42].

Crushing
volumetric strain
lcrush

Locking
pressure PLock

(GPa)

Locking
volumetric
strain lLock

Pressure constants

K1 K2 K3

0.00058 1.05 0.1 17.4 38.8 29.8

Table 6
The concrete specifications.

Mass
density q
(kg/m3)

Shear
modulus
G (GPa)

Quasi-static
compressive
strength f 0c (MPa)

Maximum tensile
hydrostatic
pressure T (MPa)

Crushing
pressure
Pc (MPa)

2193 8.18 48.51 3.9 16.2

Table 7
Material parameters for the concrete (JHC).

Material coefficients Damage
constants

Amount of plastic
strain before fracture

A B C n D1 D2 efmin

0.55 1.64 0.01 0.69 0.1 1 0.01

Fig. 5. Incident stress for Vs = 19 m/s: (A) without pulse shaper, using pulse shaper

Fig. 6. Stress-strain curve for the concrete specimens wit
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quasi-static compressive strength and maximum tensile hydro-
static pressure (Table 6) are obtained from static tests (Section 2.3).
Other concrete parameters of JHC model (Table 7) are obtained
from SHPB test (Section 2.4) with pulse shaper tp = 2 and
dp = 12 mm for Vs = 19 m/s.

In Fig. 5 validation of the simulation results with the experi-
ment data for different tests are shown. Fig. 6 shows experiment
data of the concrete stress-strain curve for different tests that com-
pared with the simulation results. It is observed that the simula-
tion results are in good agreement with the experiment data.
4. Results and discussion

In this section, the experimental data and simulation results are
used to determine dimensions of the proper pulse shaper. Also,
effects of the pulse shaper parameters on dynamic stress equilib-
rium, strain rate condition and minimum dispersion effects are
investigated. Fig. 7A, shows incident, reflected and transmitted
strains for the concrete specimens without pulse shaper. Fig. 7B–D
show strains using pulse shapers with tp = 1, dp = 12 mm, tp = 1,
dp = 24 mm and tp = 2, dp = 12 mm, respectively.
s with (B) tp = 1, dp = 12 mm, (C) tp = 1, dp = 24 mm and (D) tp = 2, dp = 12 mm.

h Vs = 19 m/s and different pulse shaper dimensions.



Fig. 7. Incident, reflected, and transmitted strains in SHPB tests: (A) without pulse shaper, using pulse shapers with (B) tp = 1, dp = 12 mm, (C) tp = 1, dp = 24 mm and (D) tp = 2,
dp = 12 mm.

Fig. 8. Typical incident stress pulse: (1) increasing and (2) decreasing parts.
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A half sinusoidal incident pulse with relatively long rise time is
a desirable incident pulse shape that could follow the concrete
specimen stress-strain behavior as shown in Fig. 7D. The appropri-
ate shaped incident pulse, for the concrete specimens as depicted
in Fig. 8 consists of a half sinusoidal pulse which is described as:

1. Increasing part: deformation of the pulse shaper during
loading.

2. Decreasing part: unloading of the pulse shaper

The duration of each part depends on velocity of the striker bar
(Vs) as well as thickness (tp) and diameter (dp) of the pulse shaper.
The duration of each part increases when the pulse shaper thick-
ness increases and/or pulse shaper diameter decreases as shown
in Fig. 7.

4.1. Dynamic stress equilibrium

Stress uniformity along the specimen length (i.e. dynamic stress
equilibrium) is a prerequisite for valid SHPB tests [43]. With iden-
tical incident and transmission bar cross sections, dynamic stress
equilibrium is achieved i.e. eI þ eR ¼ eT . However, it is impossible
to reach absolute dynamic stress equilibrium when impedance
mismatch exists between the concrete specimen and pressure bars
[44]. Since concrete failure strain is less than 1%; before achieving
dynamic stress equilibrium, concrete specimen is damaged under
the effect of the ascent part of the half sinusoidal incident pulse.

Fig. 9 shows dynamic equilibrium of experimental data with
and without pulse shaper. As shown in the figure, sum of the inci-
dent and reflected pulses coincide approximately with the trans-
mitted pulse when the pulse shaper is used.

In order to investigate dynamic stress equilibrium, the dynamic
stress non-equilibrium factor dðTRÞ introduced by Su et al. [29] is
used in the following form:

dðTRÞ ¼
R TR
0 ½eIðtÞ þ eRðtÞ � eTðtÞ�dtR TR

0 eTðtÞdt
ð8Þ

For a better equilibrium, dðTRÞ should be minimized with
respect to TR, where TR is time. TR at which dðTRÞ = 5% is defined
as the moment that specimen reaches to dynamic stress equilib-
rium. The rise time of the incident pulse should be prolonged
enough that the concrete specimen reaches dynamic stress equilib-
rium before the onset of damage. For different pulse shapers, dðTRÞ
curves are demonstrated in Fig. 10. As an example, for pulse shaper
with 12 mm diameter and 2 mm thickness, it is seen that equilib-
rium state is achieved before the specimen failure; i.e. dðTRÞ = 5% is
achieved at about 55 ls and the failure occurs at 120 ls. For the
same pulse shaper the incident pulse duration is about 250 ls
and the rise time of the shaped pulse falls at 120 ls as shown in
Fig. 9D. In other words, sufficient time is provided for the specimen
to achieve equilibrium state at early stage of dynamic loading dur-
ing the test process.

With the other pulse shapers, dðTRÞ is larger than that of the
pulse shaper with 12 mm diameter and 2 mm thickness. Therefore,
using no or improper pulse shaper, the dynamic stress equilibrium



Fig. 9. Dynamic equilibrium (Vs = 19 m/s): (A) without pulse shaper, using pulse shapers with (B) tp = 1, dp = 12 mm, (C) tp = 1, dp = 24 mm and (D) tp = 2, dp = 12 mm.

Fig. 10. Stress non-equilibrium coefficient for the specimens with different pulse
shapers in SHPB tests.
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is not achieved in the specimen. It is concluded that in order to
achieve the dynamic stress equilibrium, a pulse shaper with
relatively large thickness is needed.

4.2. Constant strain rate condition

Concrete is sensitive to strain rate [25,45]; constant strain rate
condition in the specimen is required to obtain concrete dynamic
Fig. 11. (A) Reflected strain pulse, (B) strain rate curves in SHP
behavior accurately. This condition depends on the rise time of
the incident pulse. The slope rise of the incident pulse can induce
premature failure of the concrete specimen. An approximately con-
stant strain rate is achieved, when a plateau appears in the
reflected pulse versus time curve. For different thickness and diam-
eter of the pulse shaper, the reflected strains are demonstrated in
Fig. 11. Such constant strain rate may be achieved through the
adjustment of the striker bar velocity and dimensions of the pulse
shaper. A pulse shaper with certain diameter can only offer one
optimal constant strain rate for a certain striker bar velocity [46].
Assuming the dynamic stress equilibrium in the concrete specimen
and substituting Eqs. (1) and (2) into (3), we obtain:

EbAbeIðtÞ � AsrsðtÞ ¼ hsEbAb

2Cb

_esðtÞ ð9Þ

In order to achieve a constant strain rate in the specimen, the
incident pulse should be proportional to the stress in the specimen.
When the pulse shaper diameter is decreased, the reflected strain
remains approximately constant. The constant strain rate condi-
tion is obtained through relatively small diameter of the pulse sha-
per. On the other hand, a relatively small thickness of the pulse
shaper increases the strain rate in the concrete specimens. Also, a
relatively large thickness pulse shaper helps to achieve the
B experiment with different pulse shapers for Vs = 19 m/s.



Fig. 12. Effect of thickness and diameter of different copper pulse shapers on the shape of simulated incident stress pulse for Vs = 19 m/s.

Table 8
Results for concrete specimens in static and high strain rate tests for Vs = 19 m/s.

Type of test Pulse shaper dimension Strain rate (S�1) Compressive
strength (f 0c) (MPa)

Elastic modulus
(E) (GPa)

Toughness
(J/cm3)

Static – 5 * 10�5 48.51 26.82 0.047
SHPB test without pulse shaper – 81.97 102.36 45.80 0.538
SHPB test with pulse shaper tp = 1, dp = 24 mm 63.03 80.25 27.18 0.421

tp = 1, dp = 12 mm 65.95 95.60 46.90 0.503
tp = 2, dp = 12 mm 43.53 86.92 38.92 0.218
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dynamic stress equilibrium. Satisfying these requirements leads to
trade off between the diameter of the pulse shaper and striker bar
velocity that is related to the strain rate in the specimen, which
will be discussed in Section 4.5.

4.3. Minimum dispersion effects

The oscillation of the stress pulses in the concrete specimen is
due to the dispersion of these pulses in the bar system. The oscil-
lation of the incident pulse causes oscillation of the reflected and
transmitted pulses, correspondingly. Hence, the test results of
SHPB calculated with the incident, reflected and transmitted pulses
will be deviated from true behavior [47]. Plastic deformation of the
pulse shaper filters out high frequency oscillations of the incident
pulse. The effect of thickness and diameter of the pulse shaper on
the shape of simulated incident stress pulse is presented in Fig. 12.
The simulation results show that use of a proper pulse shaper gen-
erates a half sine pulse that can effectively minimize the dispersion
of the stress pulse, as shown in Fig. 12. Also, the dispersion effects
of the stress pulse generated without pulse shaper is remarkable.
Fig. 13. Stress-strain curve for concrete specimens with different pulse shapers for
Vs = 19 m/s.
4.4. Compressive strength, modulus of elasticity and toughness

Since the concrete specimens experience brittle failure, better
bonding of aggregates ensures more effective stress transmission
between matrices. Stress-strain curve at high strain rates is differ-
ent from the static condition such that, the slope of the descending
portion of the curve decreases. Fig. 13 shows the stress-strain
curve of the concrete specimen under dynamic loading tests with
different pulse shapers. Also, the results for these tests are pre-
sented in Table 8. As shown in Fig. 13, damage parts of the curves
are sensitive to the pulse shaper dimensions. Using a relatively
small diameter and thick pulse shaper, more damage is induced
in the concrete specimens. It is concluded that the dynamic com-
pressive strength of a given concrete specimen decreases by using
different pulse shapers because of decreasing the strain rate. Also,
diameter of the pulse shaper is more effective than its thickness on
the dynamic compressive strength. Moreover, dynamic elastic
modulus decreases by using pulse shapers. Area under full stress-
strain curve is considered as toughness of the concrete specimens.
Thus, toughness is overestimated if improper pulse shaper is used.
With a relatively small diameter and thick pulse shaper (tp = 2,
dp = 12 mm) toughness is 0.218 (J/cm3). Increase of the diameter
or decrease of the thickness of the pulse shaper results in higher
values for toughness that is fairly equal to the toughness in no
pulse shaper case (Table 8).

Different concrete failure patterns may occur in SHPB test such
as: unbroken with micro cracks, edge crack and edge broken as
well as partially broken and grinded [27]. All these dynamic failure
patterns develop for different strain rates. The grinding pattern dis-
sipates enormous amount of impact energy, so the proper pulse
shaper should be used to make the grinded failure pattern as the
major fracture pattern. Fig. 14 shows the failure pattern of the con-
crete specimen.

When concrete specimens are subjected to quasi-static loading,
most of the visible cracks propagate through the mortar and inter-
facial transaction zone (ITZ) between the aggregates (Fig. 14B).
Increasing the strain rate, more inner micro-cracks propagate
in the ITZ. Due to changing the crack paths, the crack length is



Fig. 14. (A) Typical concrete specimen before quasi-static test, (B) failure pattern after quasi-static test, (C) typical concrete specimen before SHPB test, (D) failure pattern
after SHPB test.

Fig. 15. Striker bar velocity effect on the normalized incident stress using pulse shapers with (A) tp = 1, dp = 12 mm and (B) tp = 2, dp = 12 mm (Vs = 9.5, 19 and 38 m/s).
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shortened. Thus, more energy is consumed by generating more
cracks in the mortar matrix, ITZ and aggregates that leads to frac-
ture of the specimen into smaller fragments (Fig. 14D). In such
case, complete failure of the specimen occurs with more cracks.
Fig. 16. Normalized incident stress for different pulse shaper dimensions per the
striker bar velocities.
4.5. Striker bar velocity effect

In SHPB test the strain rate in the concrete specimen is gov-
erned by the striker bar velocity. Simulation results are used to
obtain relations between the striker bar velocity and strain rate.
Fig. 15 presents the normalized incident stress with respect to
the striking velocity (ri=Vs). Based on the simulation results, the
rise time of the incident stress is increased by reduction of the stri-
ker bar velocity.

Investigating different striker bar velocities with scaled pulse
shaper dimensions such as diameter and thickness, we obtain
approximately the same normalized incident stress curves
(Fig. 16). For this purpose, thickness (tp) and square of diameter



Fig. 17. Strain rate ( _es) versus the striker bar velocity.
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ðd2
pÞ of the pulse shaper should be changed proportional to the stri-

ker bar velocity. This means that for different striker bar velocities,

the ratios tp=Vs and d2
p=Vs should remain constant. However, the

pulse shaper material should plastically deform under the striker
bar velocity and diameter of the deformed pulse shaper should
be smaller than the diameter of the incident bar.

Fig. 17 shows the simulation results for strain rate versus the
striker bar velocity with and without pulse shaper. In this figure,
various strain rates in range of 10–200 (s�1) are obtained by chang-
ing the striker bar velocity between 10 and 25 (m/s). The relation-
ship between strain rate, _es (s�1), and the striker bar velocity, Vs

(m/s), is expressed by Eq. (10). Using this equation, it is easier to
select the striker bar velocity for achieving specific strain rate for
different pulse shaper dimensions. As shown in Fig. 17, it is noted
that strain rates more than 100 (s�1) can’t be achieved with pulse
shaper of dimension tp = 2, dp = 12 mm.

_es ¼ 9:224Vs � 22:84; without pulse shaper
_es ¼ 9:532Vs � 70:58; using pulse shaper ðtp ¼ 1; dp ¼ 24 mmÞ
_es ¼ 12:65Vs � 112:7; using pulse shaper ðtp ¼ 1; dp ¼ 12 mmÞ
_es ¼ 5:530Vs � 56:56; using pulse shaper ðtp ¼ 2; dp ¼ 12 mmÞ

ð10Þ
4.6. Striker bar length effect

Effects of different striker bar lengths are analyzed in this sec-
tion. In the SHPB test for concrete specimens, the incident pulse
duration is dependent on the striker bar length. Fig. 18 shows,
results of incident stress shapes obtained by simulation for differ-
Fig. 18. Striker bar length effect on the incident stress using pulse shapers with (A) tp
450 mm (Vs = 19 m/s).
ent striker bar lengths. In this figure, the pulse shapers thickness
are 1 and 2 mm, the pulse shaper diameter is 12 mm and the stri-
ker bar velocity is chosen to be 19 m/s. It is found that the incident
pulse duration extends by increasing the striker bar length.
Increasing the striker bar length helps achieving uniform stress
and strain in the concrete specimens before the onset of damage.
As shown in Fig. 18B, increase of the pulse shaper thickness and
striker bar length almost damps the high frequency oscillations
of the incident pulse.
5. Conclusions

In this paper, selection of proper pulse shapers for testing con-
crete specimens by SHPB test is studied experimentally and
numerically. Effects of the pulse shaper on the incident pulse
shape, compressive strength, modulus of elasticity, toughness
and damage behavior of the concrete are investigated. Considering
the experimental data and simulation results, the following con-
clusions are made:

1. Dynamic stress equilibrium, constant strain rate condition and
minimum dispersion effects in the concrete specimens during
SHPB test are prerequisites for valid results, which can be pro-
vided by using a proper pulse shaper. A relatively small diame-
ter and thick pulse shaper is recommended as a proper pulse
shaper for testing the concrete specimens.

2. Using proper pulse shapers increase the rise time of the incident
pulse. The rise time of the incident pulse increases by increasing
the pulse shaper thickness and/or decreasing the pulse shaper
diameter as well as the striker bar velocity.
= 1, dp = 12 mm and (B) tp = 2, dp = 12 mm and striker bar length Ls = 150, 300 and
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3. Various incident shaped pulses are generated by changing
dimensions of the pulse shaper. It is suggested that if a proper
pulse shaper is available for testing concrete specimens in a
specified strain rate, for other strain rates the cross sectional
area as well as thickness of the pulse shaper is proportional to
the striker bar velocity. Using this suggestion, we omit the try
and error process for choosing dimensions of the proper pulse
shaper for different strain rates in the SHPB test to obtain valid
data for concrete specimens.
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